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ABSTRACT: Deep learning has been rapidly developed and obtained great achievements with a dataintensive condition. However, sufficient datasets are not always available in practical application. In the
absence of data, humans can still perform well in studying and recognizing new items while it becomes a hard
task for the computer to learn and generate from a small dataset. Thus, researchers are increasingly interested
in few-shot learning. The purpose of few-shot learning is to allow computers to carry out unknown tasks with
a few examples. Recently, effective few-shot models have frequently been designed using transfer learning
approaches, with the metric method being an important branch in transfer learning. This article reviews the
metric methodologies for few-short learning, analyzing the development of the metric based few-shot learning
in the following three categories: traditional metric methods, relation network based metric methods and graph
based metric methods. Then it compares the effectiveness of those models on a representative dataset and
illustrates the feature of each category. Finally, it discusses the potential future research fields.

1. INTRODUCTION
The main application area of few-shot learning techniques
is currently image recognition. The metric method is an
important branch of transfer learning-based few-shot
image recognition. Transfer learning is the use of old
knowledge to learn new knowledge, with the main goal of
transferring what has been learned to a new domain [1].
Transfer learning requires that the source and target
domains are related in some way, so that the knowledge
and features learned in the source can help train a
classification model in the target domain, thus enabling
the transfer of knowledge between different domains. In
transfer learning, the dataset is split into 3 parts training
set, support set and query set. The training set contains a
large amount of labeled data; the support set is the training
sample in the target domain, which contains a small
amount of annotated data; the query set is the test sample
in the target domain. For few-shot tasks, the models are
generated from the source domain with a huge dataset and
the target samples are embedded in the model to make the
classification.
The work of the metric learning program is a similarity
measure procedure. The datasets are embedded into the
feature vector space. Then the metric part compares the
similarity of the input data to the training dataset and
selects the category with the highest similarity 2. This
progress transfers the knowledge of the dataset to the
unknown categories.
In image recognition tasks, the few-shot learning task
is also called as the C-way K-shot tasks. The models have
generally tested their effectiveness on the 5-way 1-shot

and 5-way 5-shot tasks on the datasets. Frequently used
datasets are Omniglot, including 1623 handwriting images
of 50 unknown letters; miniImageNet, including 60000
images of 100 categories; tiered Image Net, a larger
dataset with 608 categories.

2. METRIC MODELS DEVELOPMENT
The metric and similarity based one-shot classification
model was first introduced in 2015 by using the Siamese
neural network 3. Then Snell et al proposed a prototypical
network in 2017 to solve the few-shot tasks 4. Those two
models both traditional metric functions like Euclidean
distance in the embedding space to measure the similarity.
Research after the relation network starts adjusting the
traditional metric part into neural networks 5 9.
2.1. Traditional Metric Methods
The Siamese neural network embeds two input samples
into the feature vector space using two identical CNN
networks, then calculates the distance using the Euclidean
distance to reflect the similarity of the two samples [3].
The training progress is to minimize the distance of
samples in the same category and maximize the distance
of different ones. Matching network raised in 2016 uses
LSTM to map the labeled and unknown samples on the
embedding space and assesses similarity on kernel density
estimation 6. Related research improves the embedding
methods and similarity parts based on the Siamese neural
network principle.
Those metric model models all work for one-shot
learning and recognition tasks and cannot improve much
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where the covariance representation is used to capture
second-order statistical information and the covariance
matrix is used to measure the consistency of the
distribution between the query sample and the new
category [9] [10]. He et al use Memory-Augmented
Relation Network which stores sample information to
enhance the samples and uses undirected graphs instead of
CNN to train the embedding function for support set
samples information propagation to improve the
embedding ability to obtain better feature representation
[11]. Kang et al propose to learn relational patterns from
self-correlation within an image representation and crosscorrelation between two image representations to form
relational embedding [14].

performance when the sample increases to five.
Prototypical network improves the performance of the
model on few-shot tasks by introducing the prototype of
each category. The network looks for an embedding space
where samples (more than two) are close to their prototype
and to each other 4. New samples are recognized by the
Euclidean distance between them and the prototypes. The
introduction of the prototype approves the metric models
as a targeted solution on few-shot problems. Ren et al
refine the prototypical network with semi-supervised
methods 7. A basic prototypical network calculates the
prototype with the only labeled dataset, which obtains an
imprecise result. This work adds unlabeled data into the
training dataset to advance the border of the categories.
This work uses soft K-means to improve the prototypes'
accuracy and variant ways to eliminate the outline points.
Gao et al. improve the classification accuracy on
conditions with noisy datasets by combining the attentionbased prototypical network with the attention mechanism
[8]. All the models above use the traditional metric
function to compare the similarity. These metric functions
are easily understood and applied while the accuracy
performance of the recognition is not satisfying in some
missions.

2.3. Graph Based Metric Methods
Garcia et al use graph neural network (GNN) to classify
images in few-shot tasks [12]. The key change in the GNN
approach is the metric module, using a graph network to
train the distance metric function, while it uses a graph
network to train the distance metric function by traversing
the undirected graph to accomplish sample metrics and
classification. In the GNN, each sample is considered as a
node in the graph. The model learns not only the
embedding vector of each node, but also the embedding
vector of each edge. Convolutional neural networks
embed all samples into the vector space, connect the
sample vectors with the label vectors and input them into
the graph neural network to build the connected edges
between each node; then the node vectors are updated by
the graph convolution. The node vector is updated by the
node vector, and then the edge vector is updated by the
node vector, which constitutes a deep graph neural
network.
Kim et al considered another aspect to classify the
edges in the graph 13. Kim et al took another perspective
and proposed Edge labeling graph neural network
(ELGNN). In contrast to GNN, ELGNN classifies the
edges of the graph, mainly by using the intra-class
similarity and inter-class difference of nodes in the edges
for iterative to drive the update of nodes, and explicitly
construct the inter-sample metric to complete the sample
classification 15.

2.2. Relation Network-Based Metric Methods
The relation network first replaces the traditional metric
function with the neural networks [5]. The relation part of
this model is a ReLU unit. The relation network model can
deal with both few-shot tasks and zero-shot tasks. In fewshot tasks, feature vectors of the input sample and vectors
of the possible categories are processed in the ReLU unit
to calculate the similarity. Then, the input sample is
classified by the similarity with all the categories like
traditional metric models do; in zero-shot tasks, the
semantic feature vector of each category and a new
embedding function are used, to obtain the feature
mapping for this new category, and the rest of the
procedure is the same as above. Based on a relation
network, a deep comparison network divides the
embedding part and the relation part into series 16. Each
embedding unit is paired with a relation unit. The
relational module uses the representation of the
corresponding embedding module to compute a nonlinear
measure to score the matches. To ensure that all features
of the embedding unit are used, the relation units are
monitored in depth.
The simple relation network methods focus on the
first-order statistics. Covariance metric network utilizes
the covariance representation and covariance matrix,

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This article chooses the mini ImageNet to test the
performance on image classification of the typical model
above. All the results are chosen on 5-way 1-shot and 5way 5-shot tests.
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Table 1 Comparison of classify precision in mini ImageNet
Approaches
Matching Nets 2
Prototypical Nets 8
Semi-supervised Prototypical Nets 7
Relation Net 5
MRN 11
CovaMNet 9
GNN [12]
EGNN [13]

1-shot
43.56 ± 0.84%
49.42 ± 0.78%
50.41 ± 0.31%
50.44 ± 0.82%
57.83 ± 0.69%
51.19±0.76%
50.33±0.36%
-

From the results, we can find out that all the methods
perform better on 5-shot tasks than 1-shot tasks while
models performances improve differently with the
increment of the sample. As a few-shot focused model,
Prototypical Nets has a large increment of precision on 5shot tasks. In some cases, such as noisy datasets, neural
network-based metric models such as deep comparison
network and MRN can be advantageous.

5-shot
55.31 ± 0.73%
68.20 ± 0.66%
64.39 ± 0.24%
65.32 ± 0.70%
71.13 ± 0.50%
67.65 ± 0.63%
66.41±0.63%
76.37%

introduces the development of metric based few-shot
learning in three categories, mainly focusing on the metric
function in those models. This field develops for one-shot
learning to few-shot learning to zero-shot learning.
Traditional metric function has limited ability in
comparing the similarity, and those models enhance the
ability of classification only based on the embedding part.
The indications of similarity of the feature vectors are
more diverse with neural network and metric neural
network-based metric functions, and there are various
models found on relation networks for the elemental and
specific few-shot classification tasks.
On the metric function part, it is a difficulty to obtain
a large improvement in the classification accuracy on fewshot tasks by continuing to use the traditional distance
function-based method. Thus, focusing on the neural
network metric function design is a practical field of the
few-shot learning. However, the poor interpretability of
the neural network makes it hard to design a network to
compare the similarity, which means many attempts must
be made to improve.
Graph based few-shot metric models proposed later
than others. However, graph neural networks are highly
interpretable and have relatively good performance, which
means graph neural network improvement a feasible
direction on few-shot learning. On those few shot tasks,
research into how to design the graph network structure,
node update function, and edge update function may result
in significant improvements in model performance. In
general, few-shot tasks in the field of image classification
has been studied in great depth. Classifying the categories
of existing datasets can obtain a not bad accuracy, but
there is still a big gap compared with human classification
in terms of accuracy and universality. A better embedding
model to map the feature of samples and a better metric
function to compare the similarity is always the target of
metric based few-shot learning model.

4. DISCUSSION
This article describes the development process and
features of different metric-based few-shot learning
methods. It analyzes metric-based learning models into
three categories including traditional metric methods,
relation network based methods and graph based methods.
However, it seems that the classification of models on
few-shot learning is not certain. In some works, the metric
methods and graph neural networks are both branches of
transfer learning. And some people categorize many of the
methods that follow traditional metric models as metalearning methods. The definition and classification of
meta-learning, metric learning, and embedding methods
are still controversial. This article is an introduction and
analysis based on one of the more commonly accepted
classifications.
Despite the different definitions, various models are
dedicated to solving the few-shot image recognition
problem using different approaches. Traditional methods
first introduce a new concept in transfer learning methods
[3][6]. Relation networks and graph neural networks
develop based on traditional methods and each perform
better in specific areas [5] [13].
Metric-based methods for few-shot learning are
developing rapidly. Recognition accuracy and model
generalization are improving. Transfer learning and
metric-based few-shot learning still deserves more indepth study. In the future, simply optimizing traditional
metric learning models may not yield good results.
Focusing on developing the recent models or combining
the relation networks, graph networks, and other metalearning methods both likely have the potential to lead to
further development of metric-based few-shot learning.
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